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Double Ratio fluorescence imaging for the detection of early superficial cancers
Design, construction and performance of a clinical prototype
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Abstract
We developed a fluorescence imaging device for the detection of superficial cancer based on the Double Ratio technique. In practical use this device resembles an operation microscope and can be used in a clinical environment. This device acquires 4 different fluorescence images excited at two wavelengths and detected at two wavelengths. From these images it calculates, displays and stores Double Ratio images at a maximum speed of 1Hz. The Double Ratio image gives the distribution of the fluorophore amount present in tissue and is not affected by local variations in tissue optics, i.e. tissue absorption and tissue scattering. The validity of the technique was confirmed here by ex vivo tissue equivalent phantom experiments using hematoporphyrin and in vivo experiments on normal pigmented moles on Caucasian human skin using 5-aminolevulnic acid induced protoporphyrin IX.
**Introduction**

Early (pre)cancerous lesions are often hard to find under white light illumination. The medical community is searching for new non-invasive methods to detect these lesions, which often start in the epithelial layer up to a few hundred micrometers below the tissue surface. Fluorescence imaging is an upcoming non-invasive optical technique that produces in vivo images with information of these first few hundred micrometers. The interest of research groups\(^1\)\(^2\), the investments of various companies like Karl Storz Gmbh. & Co. and Xillix Technologies Corp., in combination with recent promising clinical trials\(^3\)\(^4\), demonstrate the potential of this technique. In this paper we introduce a new fluorescence imaging device, which may provide diagnostic information about tissue in addition to that offered by currently available fluorescence imaging techniques.

Various approaches are currently under investigation for in vivo fluorescence imaging. Some techniques use fluorophores which are naturally present in the tissue, assuming differences in fluorophore content in normal and cancerous tissue\(^6\). Other techniques are based on administration of tumor localizing fluorescent drugs to enhance fluorescence contrast\(^10\). Here background fluorescence of natural tissue fluorophores biases the measurement and can be considered an artifact. Using two excitation wavelengths allows subtraction of this background fluorescence\(^11\). Detecting the fluorescence at two wavelengths allows a fluorescence measurement relative to a background\(^12\). Algorithms that are based on multiple excitation and detection wavelengths are also used to optimize contrast between normal and cancerous tissue\(^13\). Some of these methods are successful in specific medical fields, nevertheless, the measured fluorescence signal is influenced by factors which may not be directly related to (pre)malignancy. Factors like spatial variation in natural tissue fluorescence, geometry, variations in excitation fluence, tissue color and tissue scattering may seriously limit the reliability of fluorescence diagnosis\(^14\).

Attempting to avoid these limitations Sinaasappel and Sterenborg developed the Double Ratio (DR) fluorescence imaging technique\(^15\). This technique aims to detect a tumor localizing fluorophore, where the DR image gives the distribution of the fluorophore amount present in tissue. In theory, this technique corrects for variations in natural tissue fluorescence, geometry and excitation fluence. Most important, the DR technique also corrects for spatial variations in tissue optics, i.e. tissue absorption and tissue scattering. This was confirmed earlier by in vitro and in vivo point measurement experiments\(^15\)^{\textsuperscript{16}}. With these unique and useful correction properties, DR imaging may provide diagnostic
information in addition to currently available fluorescence imaging methods.

In this paper we describe a DR fluorescence imaging device. First we briefly explain the fundamentals on which the imaging technique is based, followed by a description of the prototype design and construction. Finally, the dependence on tissue optics is investigated by ex vivo experiments on tissue equivalent phantoms and in vivo experiments on human moles.

Materials and methods
The double ratio technique is based on the acquisition of 4 fluorescence signals. Sinaasappel and Sterenborg defined the double ratio as

\[
\text{Double Ratio} \propto \frac{F_{i,t} F_{j,r}}{F_{j,t} F_{i,r}} \quad (1)
\]

Where F stands for the 4 fluorescence signals, the indices i and j refer to different excitation wavelengths and the indices t and r to different detection wavelengths. \(F_{i,t}/F_{j,t}\) is the 'target ratio' of the 'target fluorophore', i.e. the tumor localizing fluorescent drug and \(F_{i,r}/F_{j,r}\) is the 'reference ratio' of the 'reference fluorophore', i.e. the natural tissue fluorescence. The reference ratio is assumed independent of the 'target fluorophore', while the target ratio is assumed to increase with increasing presence of target fluorophore. Mathematically the Double Ratio can be expressed as

\[
\text{Double Ratio} \propto \frac{1 + \frac{H_{i,t}}{C_r A_{i,t}} C_t}{1 + \frac{H_{j,t}}{C_r A_{j,t}} C_t} = \frac{1 + aC_t}{1 + bC_t} \quad (2)
\]

Where the constants A and H stand for the fluorescence yield of the reference- and target fluorophore, respectively, and the parameters \(C_r\) and \(C_t\) stand for the concentration of the reference- and the target fluorophore, respectively. The parameters a and b are material constants and thus the Double Ratio varies with the amount of target fluorophore amount. Artifacts caused by absorption, scattering, variations in natural tissue fluorescence, excitation fluence and geometry are all cancelled out. Later work revealed that the Double Ratio, besides 'target fluorophore' concentration, also has a dependency on the fluorescent layer thickness. The relation between the Double Ratio and target fluorophore concentration \(C_t\) is described by eq. 2 and plotted in fig. 1. The initial slope of the curve equals a minus b and the curve approaches the asymptotic
value of $a/b$ for high target fluorophore concentrations. For maximum sensitivity to changes in amount of fluorophore the difference between $a$ and $b$ is preferably as large as possible. This can be obtained by choosing both excitation wavelengths to have $a$: 1.) maximum difference in fluorescence yield for the target fluorophore and, 2.) a minimum difference in fluorescence yield for the reference fluorophore, see Eq. 2. The Double Ratio measurement technique can be adapted for any kind of 'target fluorophore'. In principle the approach can also be employed for other types of spectroscopic techniques such as Raman scattering. Prerequisites are sufficiently different excitation spectra for the target and reference fluorophore, and the selection of appropriate excitation and detection wavelengths.

**Imaging system**

A novel fluorescence imaging system has been developed and built, according to the Double Ratio technique. A diagram of the system is shown in fig.2. The output beam of a lamp (Ushio, 200W, XeHg) is split in two by a beam splitter. The two beams are separately guided through excitation filters, a chopper (EG&G, 651-1E) and focussed into two meter long liquid light guides with a core diameter of 8 mm for illumination of the target area. Fluorescence light from the target area is collected by a first lens. By exchanging the first lenses the camera magnification can be changed, with a focal length of 10cm or 30cm the detection area is either 1x1cm or 3x3cm. For the longest focal length the excitation power is in the range of a few hundred microWatts per square centimeter.

\[
DR = \frac{1 + aC_t}{1 + bC_t}
\]

*Figure 1: The relation between the Double Ratio and target fluorophore concentration ($C_t$).*
Excitation and detection filters as well as cameras can be changed easily. Fluorescence emitted from the tissue is detected through two detection filters, covering the vertical halves of the CCD chip. Dedicated optics focus four equal images on this single chip. A slave chopper (EG&G, 651-1E) in the camera unit is synchronized with the chopper in the lamp unit. The slave chopper alternates between the horizontal halves of the CCD.

![Diagram of the Double Ratio imaging system](image)


The chopping frequency is chosen to be much higher than the frame rate of the camera i.e. a rate of 1200 Hz. This enables the camera to run with a frequency independent of the chopping procedure. In this way we are able to use a wide range of cameras. In our experiments two different types of cameras are used. A high speed slow scan 14 bit cooled monochrome CCD camera, Prosca n HSS 1024, with 1024x1024 pixels and a PCI interface. The second camera is a Philips IP 800, a two step intensified video camera. At maximum gain this camera has a sensitivity of 5μlux. Interface is a Data translation DT3152 frame grabber. With dedicated software, Interactive Data Language (IDL), the four separate spectral images are extracted and Double Ratio images are calculated, exactly overlaying and dividing the 4 images pixel by pixel according to Eq. 2. Finally,
Double Ratio images are displayed at a maximum speed of 1Hz. This system allows to image a wide variety of fluorophores and different tissue types. In practical use the system resembles an operating microscope and can be used in a clinical environment.

**Experiments**

In theory Double Ratio values are independent of tissue optics, i.e. the scattering coefficient ($\mu_s$) and absorption coefficient ($\mu_a$). To check whether our prototype functions accordingly we performed two experiments: 1.) An *ex vivo* tissue equivalent phantom study and, 2.) an *in vivo* study of normal human pigmented moles on normal Caucasian skin. For these 2 experiments we used porphyrins as 'target' fluorophore. The chosen excitation wavelengths band pass filters are: $\lambda_i$: 405nm, (Oriel 56541) and $\lambda_j$: 435nm, (Oriel 56551). Detection band pass filters for the 'reference fluorophore' are: $\lambda_r$: 550nm, (Omega optical 550RDF42) and for the 'target fluorophore' $\lambda_t$: 675nm , (Omega optical 675DF110), see fig. 2. To prevent any excitation light to enter the camera a long pass filter is positioned in front of the first lens (Schott KV500), not in fig. 2. A schematic representation of the Double Ratio calculation with these filters is shown in fig. 4.

**Tissue equivalent phantom study**

Tissue equivalent phantom studies have been performed to investigate the sensitivity of the Double Ratio images to changes in the absorption coefficient $\mu_a$ and scattering coefficient $\mu_s$. Aqueous solutions were prepared with varying concentrations Intralipid 10% as a scattering component and Evans Blue as the absorbing component. To simulate natural tissue fluorescence we used Fluorescein as 'reference fluorophore'. Hematoporphyrin (Hp) was used as 'target fluorophore'. Before adding Hp to the phantom it was pre-diluted in a small amount of acetone to enhance solubility in water.
The optical properties of the tissue equivalent phantoms at 635nm. Phantom 4 aims to simulate human epidermis, while phantom 5 aims to simulate human liver$^8$. Here, the Single Ratio is the protoporphyrin IX fluorescence detected in the red (675nm), divided by the natural tissue fluorescence, detected in the green (550nm), both excited at 405nm. The measurements were performed on two volunteers on which we selected two pigmented moles each. Topical administration with a solution...
of 20% ALA in Instillagel took place. The gel was applied on the pigmented mole and surrounding light colored skin and was held into position with Tegaderm. Through metabolic reactions in the tissue ALA is converted to the ‘target fluorophore’ Protoporphyrin IX. After half an hour the Tegaderm was removed and the skin was cleaned with a gauze. Two hours later Double Ratio images were taken.

**Results**

**Tissue equivalent phantom study**

Fig. 5 shows the Double Ratio values versus Hp concentration for the five phantoms. The graph shows five similar measured curves close to curve predicted by eq. 2. There is a good correlation between the measured values and the theoretically predicted curve given by Eq. 2, which is plotted in the graph as well. A correlation coefficient of 0.98 was found.

**Human mole study**

![Graph showing correlation coefficient: 0.98](image)

*Figure 5: Hp concentration versus Double Ratio for five different phantoms (see Table 1.). Although these phantoms have different absorbing and scattering properties similar Double Ratio values were found close to the curve predicted by Eq. 2. A correlation coefficient of 0.98 was calculated between theory and measurement.*

Fig. 6a shows natural tissue fluorescence image of a clinically benign pigmented mole on normal light colored skin at 550nm. Throughout the whole image hairs are visible and a v-mark was drawn on the skin for easy recognition of the lesion. Obvious are the higher absorption at the location of the mole and the marking. Figure 6b shows the protoporphyrin IX fluorescence divided by the natural tissue fluorescence ratio of the same
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Figure 6: Fluorescence images of a normal dark colored mole on a normal light colored skin after application of 5-ALA. We drew a v-mark on the skin for easy recognition. Left: Natural tissue fluorescence image (550nm). Middle: protoporphyrin IX fluorescence image (675nm) divided by the natural fluorescence ratio image (550nm) here we see biased elevated values at the position of the v-mark and mole due to a stronger absorption in the green in comparison with the red. Right: Double ratio image with similar values for mole, v-mark and skin, indicating similar protoporphyrin IX levels for mole, v-mark and surrounding skin mole. The normal lesion and v-mark show a clearly higher ratio in comparison with the normal surrounding tissue, illustrating the fact that green light is absorbed stronger than red light in this mole and v-mark, which biases this ratio. Fig. 6c shows the Double Ratio image. Both the normal mole and v-mark have disappeared which is an indication that they have similar porphyrin concentrations in comparison with the surrounding tissue. The v-mark and hairs have not completely disappeared but are still slightly visible. This may be caused by non exact overlay of the four images. We found similar results in all 4 moles.

Conclusions
We have designed and constructed a fluorescence imaging system for the detection of superficial cancers. This system can acquire, display and store Double Ratio images. Typical acquisition time of a Double Ratio image is within the range of a second, using an image intensified camera and a minute using a slow scan cooled CCD. In practical use this system resembles an operating microscope and can be used in a clinical environment. By exchanging the optics the detectable area is either 3x3cm or 1x1cm with a focal length of 10cm or 30cm, respectively. Currently the system is configured to measure Protoporphyrin IX (PpIX) fluorescence. By exchanging the excitation and detection filters any fluorophore of choice can be investigated.

Our Double Ratio fluorescence imaging device was capable of localizing porphyrin concentrations independent of tissue color, tissue phantom color and tissue phantom scattering. Due to these useful properties Double Ratio fluorescence imaging may provide additional diagnostic information in comparison with currently available fluorescence imaging systems. Hence, Double Ratio imaging may serve as an additional tool for the
clinical detection of cancers and its precursors. Clinical studies with this device are underway.
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